To Eternal Memory!

For All Eternity

Commemorated in the Memorial Book to the destroyed
Częstochowa Community be the names of:
my mother Frymet (née Dobroszicka) Warszawski,
who died on 26/6/1939,
and the holy and pure ones who were murdered by the Nazi
killers:
my father Idel Warszawski, my brother Szymon‐Jakow,

I shall cherish the pure and sacred memory of my father Reb
Izaak Zomper z’’l, and my sister Szajndla,
who [both] passed away in 1934,
and of my mother Gittel (née Perlmuter), my brothers

and my sisters Rywka‐Rayzel and Sara‐Ides hy’’d.

Their memory shall be preserved with me eternally!
Their son and brother, Leon Warszawski

Mojsze and Jakow, and my sister Fajgla hy’’d,
who perished in the Jewish Holocaust, at the impure hands of the
accursed Nazis, may their name and memory be obliterated.
their son and brother,

Adam Zomper
Holon

Kiryat‐Chaim

To the memory of my dear family,

For Eternal Remembrance

my father Berl Zilberberg, my mother Hendla (née
Messer), who lived in Częstochowa, on ul. Kopernika 20
(formerly Aleja 21),
my brothers Abram‐Mojsze and Majer,

be recorded in the Memorial Book of the destroyed Częstochowa
Community the names of our dear parents and family members:
our parents Chaim and Rachel Jechimowicz, our brother

[and] my sisters Taube‐Rayzel, Zysel, and Chawa,

Wolf‐Natan, his wife Edyta, and their son Kalman;
our brother Majer and his wife Mania hy’’d,

who were murdered by the German foes,
may their name be obliterated.

who were murdered by the Nazi criminals in the
Holocaust days,

Their son and brother, Aron Zilberberg
Tel‐Aviv

For the loss of our loved ones,
we weep bitterly
We evoke in the Częstochowa Community Memorial Book the
memory of:
our father Jechiel Jakubowicz,
our mother Hinda (née Epsztajn),

the families of Eliezer and Jakow Jechimowicz
Tel‐Aviv

A Memorial Monument to my beloved
parents and family members!
my father Dr [Aluezer] Leopold Cohen[Kon],
my mother Noemi (née Bakerman),
my sister [Erna] Stefania Lederman, and her daughter

our brother Abram‐Mojsze, and our sister Cirel hy’’d.

Dorota; my uncle, the engineer Alfred Cohen, and the

All were murdered with inhuman cruelty, by the Nazi
savages in the days of the Jewish Holocaust in Europe.

All were victims of the Nazi murderers.

Immersed in heavy grief,

Chawa Orenbuch and Sara Sandler, in Israel
Dawid Jakubowicz, in Belgium,

members of his family.

Janina Szlajcher
Holon

and their families

For Everlasting Remembrance
To my beloved parents,
Reb Szlojme Lorje and Ester‐Chana (née Dawidowicz); to
my sister Róża, her husband Salo Flajszhaker, and their

daughter Pepi; and to my sister Sara, her husband
Ludwig Bloch, and their son Józef hy’’d,
who were murdered in the days of the Jewish Holocaust
in Europe.
In silence I shall bear my pain for the loss of my loved ones,
Pnina (née Lorje) Jarost
Tel‐Aviv

We commemorate, in the Memorial Book
of Częstochowa Jews, our beloved ones:
our grandfather Reb Josef‐Aron, who died in 1942, and our
grandmother Hinda; our parents Reb Izrael‐Mojsze Laks
and Mrs Gittel (née Fuks); our brother Dawid, and all the
uncles and aunts with their families,

who were murdered by the Nazi criminals in the days of
the Jewish Holocaust in Poland and Europe.
Their memory shall never part from our midst,

Elyahu and Izaak Laks, in Israel

